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The #1 best-selling book on homeopathy at Amazon!

“Amy Lansky is a skilled guide to the world of homeopathy, and she dispels much of the mystery surrounding this form of therapy.”
- Larry Dossey, MD, Executive editor, Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine, author of Healing Words

“An introduction to homeopathy that stands out from the rest.”
- Dr. Joseph Mercola, The Mercola Newsletter

“Amy Lansky watched in disbelief as homeopathy did the impossible – cured her son of autism. She delved into the controversial therapy and has become an articulate, passionate advocate... The result is one of the best introductions to homeopathy I’ve seen. Two thumbs up for Impossible Cure: The Promise of Homeopathy.”
- Michael Castleman, author of The New Healing Herbs and other consumer health books

“One of the most complete pictures of homeopathy ever written.”
- Richard Pitt, CCH, RSHom(NA), Director, Pacific Academy of Homeopathy

“A well-written and ultimately inspiring volume... Impossible Cure presents an uncompromising call for a rethinking of conventional medical practices in the U.S.”
- D. Patrick Miller, Fearless Books Review

“The finest general introduction to homeopathy I’ve yet read.”
- Julian Winston, Editor, Homeopathy Today

“This book may very well contribute to the transformation of homeopathy from the ugly duckling of medicine to the swan that it deserves to be.”
- Lia Bello, RN, CCH, Reviewer for Homeopathy Today

“Her autistic son’s remarkable response to homeopathic treatment motivated computer scientist Lansky to bring the long-neglected science of homeopathy to public attention. She has succeeded admirably. An excellent, must-read book. Highly recommended!”
- Bernard Rimland, PhD, Director Autism Research Institute

Impossible Cure: The Promise of Homeopathy provides an in-depth and inspirational account of the history, philosophy, science, and experience of homeopathic medicine. At its core is the amazing story of how the author’s son was cured of autism with homeopathy. The book also includes dozens of other testimonials of homeopathic cures, for a wide variety of physical, mental, and emotional conditions. Impossible Cure provides step-by-step guidance for patients and includes an extensive science chapter that will help to dispel skepticism and foster appreciation for “the healing art most physicians continue to dismiss as ‘impossible.’”
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About the Author: Amy Lansky received her doctorate in computer science from Stanford University in 1983. After many years working at various Silicon Valley research institutions, Lansky made an unusual career move: she became a student, writer, and ardent promoter of homeopathic medicine. This was prompted by the miraculous cure of her son’s autism with homeopathy. She is dedicated to helping others discover the curative powers of homeopathy for themselves.